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MATRIX-VALUED SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AND

REPRESENTATION THEORY OF THE CONFORMAL GROUP, I:

THE GENERALIZED GAMMA FUNCTION1

BY

KENNETH I. GROSS AND WAYNE J. HOLMAN III

In memory of our friend and colleague B. J. Pettis

Abstract. This article examines in detail the matrix-valued gamma function

r*°(a)= f e-"^\°(r, f)(det r)"~2 dr

associated to the conformai group G = 1/(2, 2). Here, a is a continuous complex

parameter, Xo runs through a family of "weights" of K = U(2) X (7(2), P is the

cone of 2 x 2 positive-definite Hermitian matrices, and the integral is well known

to converge absolutely for Re(a) > 1. However, until now very little has been

known about the analytic continuation for the general weight A0. The results of this

paper include the following: The complete analytic continuation of r* is de-

termined for all weights Xo. In analogy to the case of the classical gamma function

it is proved that for any weight Xo the mapping a —» I* (or)- ' is entire. A new

integral formula is given for the inverse of the gamma function. An explicit

calculation is given for the normalized variant of the gamma matrix that arises in

the reproducing kernel for the spaces in which the holomorphic discrete series of G

is realized, and one observes that the behavior of the analytic continuation for

weights "in general position" is markedly different from the special cases in which

the gamma function "is scalar". The full analytic continuation of the holomorphic

discrete series for G is determined. The gamma function for the forward light cone

(the boundary orbit) is found, and the associated Hardy space of vector-valued

holomorphic functions is described. Analogs are given for some of the well-known

formulas for the classical gamma function. As an epilogue, applications of the

matrix-valued gamma function, such as generalizations to 2 X 2 matrix space of

the classical binomial theorem, are announced. These applications require a de-

tailed understanding of the (generalized) Bessel functions associated to the confor-

mai group that will be treated in the sequel to this paper.
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1. Introduction. This paper is the first of a series in which we shall examine in

great detail the matrix-valued special functions that arise in both the harmonic

analysis and the mathematical physics associated with the conformai group U(2, 2).

Here, we are principally concerned with the generalized gamma function ((3.11)

below), its intrinsic structure, its connection with the holomorphic discrete series of

infinite-dimensional irreducible representations of the conformai group, the

analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete series, and the construction of

Hardy-type Hubert spaces of holomorphic functions on the corresponding Siegel

upper half-plane. The key results were stated in a previous announcement [8]. In

this paper we shall prove the theorems announced therein and present other

properties of the gamma matrix. A second paper [9] will treat the generalized Bessel

functions for the conformai group, their properties, interconnection with the

gamma function, and relationship to the motion group of U(2) on 2 X 2 complex

matrix space (cf. §9).

A few general remarks concerning the conformai group are in order. First, the

conformai group has been of use in physics since the early years of this century

when it was demonstated that Maxwell's equations are covariant under this group.

More recently the conformai group has been extensively applied in elementary

particle physics. Especially relevant to the concepts in this paper are current results

that have appeared in [13]. From a more abstract point of view, the conformai

group is representative of a class of higher rank noncompact real reductive Lie

groups for which the corresponding symmetric space has Hermitian structure. In

particular, in this paper we solve a circle of related problems in analysis on the

conformai group, the analogs of which remain intractible for all other such

reductive Lie groups (cf., the introduction to §3 and the conclusion of §4).

The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2 we discuss the conformai

group, summarize its structure, and describe the action by linear fractional trans-

formation on the Siegel upper half-plane. We introduce the generalized gamma

function in §3, and we bring together the elementary properties of the representa-

tion theory of GL(2, Ç) that are needed to analyze the convergence of the integral

formula for this gamma function. The complete analytic continuation of the

gamma function is presented, without proof, in §4. As a corollary, we prove that

the inverse of the generalized gamma function, as in the classical case, is an entire

function, and we obtain an integral representation for the inverse. §§5 and 6 deal

with the applications of the gamma function to the holomorphic discrete series of

representations of the conformai group. More specifically, at the outset of §5 we

explain how the gamma function relates to harmonic analysis on Hermitian

symmetric spaces. We then outline the construction of the Hubert spaces of

holomorphic functions in which the representations of the holomorphic discrete
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series act, and we determine the reproducing kernels for these spaces. In §6, we

give the analog of the functional equation for the gamma function and use it to

define a normalized version of the gamma function. We next present without proof

the explicit determination of the normalized gamma function, and apply the result

to achieve the full analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete series. We

conclude §6 with the determination of the gamma function associated to the

(boundary) light cone and the corresponding Hardy-type Hilbert space. §7 contains

various properties of the gamma matrix which are analogous to well-known

properties of the classical gamma function. §8 presents the detailed proofs that

were postponed from §§4 and 6 of the formulas for the eigenvalues of the gamma

matrix, the trace function, and the gamma function for the boundary. These proofs

consist of intricate calculations that depend upon the explicit structure of the

irreducible representations of the unitary group U(2). The required representation-

theoretic facts are brought together in Appendix B, and needed properties of the

hypergeometric function are listed in Appendix A. Finally, §9, essentially an

epilogue, takes note of some applications of the gamma function-e.g., generaliza-

tions of the binomial theorem-that will appear in the sequel [9].

This paper is arranged in such a way that the reader who is interested in the

harmonic analysis on the conformai group but not the details of the calculations

can omit §§7, 8, 9 and the two appendices. On the other hand, the reader interested

only in the special functions can omit the harmonic analysis in §§5 and 6.

To conclude on a personal note, it is a pleasure to acknowledge the influence of

R. A. Kunze on the ideas in this paper. For example, it was he who, several years

ago, first conjectured that the inverse of the gamma matrix should be entire, and

that Hardy spaces for boundary components should appear in the analytic con-

tinuation of the holomorphic discrete series.

2. The conformai group and its accoutrements. Let M = C2x2 denote the algebra

of all 2 X 2 complex matrices, let S be the real subspace of Hermitian matrices, let

P be the cone in S of all positive-definite matrices, and set H = S + iP, the Siegel

upper half-plane in M of matrices z = x + iy with x = x* a.ndy > 0. For z G M,

let A(z) = det(z). Set A = GL(2, Ç) the general linear group of all a G M such that

A(a) ¥= 0, and denote by U = U(2) the unitary subgroup of matrices u for which

uu* = u*u = 1. Now, the group A acts transitively (from the right) on P by

r -> a*ra for a G A, r G P; and as a homogeneous space, P sa U \ A. That is to

say, the mapping Ua -> r = a*a identifies the space U \ A of right cosets Ua with

P. If we fix a Lebesgue measure dr on P, then the measure d^r = A(r)~2 dr on P is

invariant for the action of A. In terms of the coordinates x0, xx, x2, x3 on S given

by

/*„ + *,      x2 + ix3\ (21)

\ X2        lx3       x0        xl   I

S is identified with R4, and the Lorentz metric is A(x) = x2. — x2 — x\ — x\.

Equipped with the Lorentz metric, S is termed flat Minkowski space and P is the

interior of the forward light cone.
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The conformai group G = U(2, 2) is defined as follows. Let us write a 4 X 4

complex matrix g in block form

»-(£ 2) w>
with gy G M, and let /> = (/>,.,) be that 4x4 matrix such that pxx = p22 = 0,

/7,2 = 1, andp2X = -1. Then the group G consists of all 4 X 4 complex matrices g

such that gpg* = p. Alternatively, the matrix (2.2) is in G if and only if it satisfies

the following three identities: gxxg\\ - g12g*i = I, g\\g*2 = gng\v and g21g£2 =

g22g2X. For g G G and z G H, the matrix zgx2 + g22 is invertible and the formula

* °g = (¿gil + g22)~\Zgu  +e?2l) (2-3)

defines an action of G on H by //near fractional transformations. This action of the

conformai group on the Siegel upper half-plane is transitive, and as a homogeneous

space H as K \ G, where K is the stability group of the scalar matrix i G H. That

is, K = {k & G: i ° k = i). The group K can be described in terms of (2.2) as the

collection of all matrices of the form

<-(-*„ *::) (2-4>

such that m, = kxx + ikX2 and u2 = kxx — ikx2 are unitary. Thus, the groups K and

% = U x U are isomorphic by means of the mapping k —>(«,, u^. Finally, we

note that the measure d+z = A( v)~4 dxdy on H (where z = x + iy, x G S,y G P)

is invariant under the action (2.3) of G. For details, we refer to [7].

In general terminology, G is a noncompact reductive Lie group (more precisely,

modulo the one-dimensional center composed of scalar matrices of absolute value

one, G is simple), K is its maximal compact subgroup, and H is an unbounded

realization of the Hermitian symmetric space K \ G.

3. The generalized gamma function. Let X be an irreducible holomorphic finite-di-

mensional representation of the product group & = A X A. Then whenever the

integral is absolutely convergent, we set

r(A) = f e-«'>Hr, r) d.r. (3.1)jp

This generalization of the familiar integral formula for the classical gamma

function arises naturally in the infinite-dimensional harmonic analysis of the

conformai group (cf., [7], [8], and §5, below).

In this section, we use the well-known structure of the dual object U of

U = U(2) to describe the convergence of (3.1) and the dependence of (3.1) upon

one continuous parameter and two discrete parameters. In the next section we shall

calculate the full analytic continuation of this generalized gamma function. That is

a more complicated problem which requires the deeper, less well-known, fine

structure of the representation theory of U.

For each nonnegative integer v, the group U0 = SU(2) = {« G U: A(u) = 1}

admits precisely one irreducible unitary representation p„ (up to equivalence) of
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degree v + 1. This representation extends to a polynomial representation of A =

GL(2, C). Indeed, let Vp denote the (v + l)-dimensional space of all polynomial

functions in one variable of degree less than or equal to v. Then p„ can be realized

in the representation space V„ by the formula

(p»/)(0 = («u< + "22)y/( *"' t I21 ) (3-2)
\ "12'   "'"  "22 /

for a = (a¡j) G A and/ G V„. It is standard notation [19, Chapter III] to let

v = 21, (3.3)

so / is either an integer or half-integer, and to parametrize these representations by

/. For convenience, we replace pv by p' and Vv by V1.

Next, consider the finite-dimensional representation theory of & = A X A.

Denote by ¿En the collection of irreducible polynomial representations A0 =

Â°(-; /„ IJ of & given by

X°(ax, a2) = p'iax) ® p'K«2) (3-4)

for (ax, a2) G fi. Of course, the degree of Xo is (21', + l)(2/2 + 1). Note that the

restrictions to the subgroup U0 X U0 of the representations Xo form a complete set

of representatives for the dual object (U0 X U0)~. We note in passing, that for the

sequel it will be necessary to have matrix-valued realizations of the representations

Xo relative to two different orthogonal bases for the representation space (cf.,

Appendix B).

Finally, let

X(ax, a2) = A(ax)°>A(a2)°>X°(ax, a2) (3.5)

for (ax, a2) G &, where Xo G fin and ox, o2 are integers. (3.5) defines a representa-

tion X = X(-; ax, a2, Xo) of &; and, in fact, the collection ¿E of such representations

is a complete set of irreducible holomorphic finite-dimensional representations of

â. In the technical jargon, X is the tensor product of the two irreducible representa-

tions of A having "highest weights" (2/, + 0,, a,) and (2/2 + o2, a2), respectively.

Without loss of generality we can assume that the restriction of X to the subgroup

U X U is unitary, or equivalently,

X(ax, a2)* = X(af, a\) (3.6)

for all (ax, a^ G <£.

We now observe that formula (3.1) can be rewritten as

r(X) = [ e-«^X°(r, r)A(r)a, + °2 dtr. (3.7)

More generally, for Xo G an, a G C, and z G H, we set

T(z; a, Xo) = [ eiü^X°(r, r)A(r)ad,r (3.8)
jp

whenever the integral is absolutely convergent. From §3 of [7], or directly, we can

describe the convergence of (3.8) as follows.
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Theorem 3.1. Fix Xo G âj, and let a G C, z G H. Then the integral defining

T(z; a, Xo) converges absolutely if and only i/Re(a) > 1. When this is the case

T(aza*; a, Xo) =|A(a)f2aX°(a, 5)*-T(z; a, X0)X°(a, ä)~l (3.9)

for all z & H and a G A.

We call attention to the special case in which z = /' (the multiple í of the identity

matrix). The mapping a -*■ T(i; a, Xo), for fixed Xo, is holomorphic in the half-plane

Re(a) > 1. Moreover, from (3.9) with z = / and a = y1/2

T(iy; a, Xo) = A(y)-aX°(yl/2,yl/2y1T(i; a, X°)X°(yx'2,f'2yX      (3.10)

for all >■ G P. Thus, for fixed a and Xo, the single operator T(i; a, Xo) completely

determines the mapping z -* T(z; a, Xo) on the Siegel upper half-plane. For once

l\z; a, Xo) is known for z = iy (i.e., on the "imaginary axis" in H), the values for

all other z are determined by analytic continuation in H. The mapping a —>

T(i; a, Xo) is the principal object of study in this paper. For simplicity of notation,

set T(i; a, Xo) = Tx°(a).

Definition 3.2. Fix Xo G S^. The generalized gamma function of weight Xo for the

conformai group is that operator-valued function of a defined by

I*°(a) = f e-^>X°(r, r)A(r)a d,r (3.11)
jp

when Re(a) > 1, and is defined elsewhere by analytic continuation in a. When it

becomes necessary to make explicit the dependence upon the parameters /, and l2,

we shall write T(a\lx, IJ for T*°(a).

From (3.9) and (3.11), the following properties are easily established.

Corollary 3.3. Let Xo G (2q and suppose a is a real number greater than one.

Then Tx (a) is a positive-definite linear transformation. Furthermore,

x°(u, a)Tx\a) = rAV)*°("> a) (3.12)

for all u G U.

As we shall see in the next section, this corollary is of crucial importance for the

calculation of Tx (a).

4. Analytic continuation of the gamma function. In this section we state the main

theorem, which gives the complete analytic continuation in a of the generalized

gamma function. In fact, we obtain the matrices Tx (a) in diagonal form, and

calculate the eigenvalues in terms of the classical gamma function.

Throughout this section, Xo = X°(- ; /,, l2) is fixed, and / is a parameter that takes

on the values |/i - l2\, \lx - l2\ + 1, |/, - l2\ + 2, . . ., /, + l2. Note that / varies

through integer values if 2lx + 2/2 is even, and / varies through half-integer values

if 2/j + 2/2 is odd. In either case /, + l2 — I is always a nonnegative integer. The

symbol T, without appended Xo or /, and l2, refers to the ordinary classical gamma

function.
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Theorem 4.1. The linear transformations Tx(a),for Re(a) > I, form a commuta-

tive family of normal operators. More specifically, if Wx denotes the representation

space of Xo (in notation o/§3, Wx° = V'< ® V% then

Wx° =  ¿ ©    W, (4.1)

(-14-41

where W, is an eigenspace for TK"(a), dim W¡ = 21 + 1, and the eigenvalue ofTx"(a)

corresponding to W, is

A„       _ rp + 2lx)T(a + 2/2)r(« + 2/, + 2/2 + l)r(a - 1)

Y/ {<X) T(a + /, + l2- l)T(a + /, + l2 + / + 1) ' {    '

The linear transformation Tx (a) can be considered as a d X d matrix, d =

deg Xo = (2/, + l)(2/2 + 1). As such, it can be brought to block diagonal form, in

which the blocks are the scalar matrices yx"(a)l,, l, being the (21 + 1) X (21 + 1)

identity matrix.

The proof, which is quite technical, is postponed to §8. However, we can give a

simple conceptual explanation of the theorem.

Consider the commutation relation (3.12), and the form (3.4) of the representa-

tion Xo. The representation u —> X°(u, u) of U is the tensor product of two

irreducible representations of U; namely, u -» p''(u) and w-»p'2(w). From the

Clebsch-Gordan formula for the group U (cf., Appendix B), one knows that such

tensor products are multiplicity-free. In this case

A°P«) =  2©   A(u)'<-!>-'p<(u) (4.3)
(-14-41

for u G U. Thus, the first statement of the theorem is an elementary consequence

of the fact that Tx"(a) commutes with a multiplicity-free representation, and the

form (4.1) of the eigenspace decomposition follows from (4.3). However, the

computation of the eigenvalues in the convenient form (4.2) uses the full array of

explicit combinatoric and calculational formulas available for the group U(2) as a

result of its role in quantum mechanics.

We close this section with some elementary observations based upon (4.2).

Recall that it is a characteristic property of the classical gamma function that the

multiplicative inverse 1/rp) is an entire function of the complex variable a. Now,

from Corollary 3.3 we know that rx°(a)-1 exists (in fact, it is positive-definite) for

real numbers a > 1. Consequently, we can ask whether an analogue of the above

classical property exists for T* . The answer is in the affirmative, and follows easily

from (4.2).

Corollary 4.2. For Rep) > 1, the linear transformation Tx"(a) is invertible, and

the mapping a —» Tx p)_1 has an analytic continuation to an entire function of a.

Proof. Interchange numerator and denominator in (4.2). Note first that /, + l2

— I is a nonnegative integer; so if T(a + /, + l2 — I) has a pole (as a function of

a), then so does T(a — 1). Next, since I > \lx — l2\, it follows that /, + l2 + I + 1 is

a nonnegative integer which is greater than either 2lx or 2/2. Consequently, if
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rp + /, + l2 + l + 1) has a pole, then so do both T(a + 2lx) and T(a + 21^. We

conclude that each of the eigenvalues yx (a)-1 is an entire function of a, and the

corollary is proved.

There are two special cases in which the gamma function is particularly simple

(cf. [5], [13]).

Corollary 4.3. The gamma function Tx is scalar-valued if and only if either

/, = 0 or l2 = 0. Specifically,

T(a\lx, 0) = rp - l)r(a + 2/,)l (4.4)

and

T(a\0, l2) = T(a - l)T(a + 2l2)l (4.5)

where 1 denotes the identity transformation on Wx .

Proof. By (3.4) and (4.1), the representation w—>X°(h, u) is irreducible if and

only if either /, or l2 vanishes. Formulas (4.4) and (4.5) are special cases of (4.2).

In the next section we apply Theorem 4.1 to the representation theory of the

conformai group. As we shall see, the special cases in which the gamma function is

scalar (Corollary 4.3) are distinctly different from the general case.

We close this section with an analysis of the denominator in the eigenvalue (4.2),

and a resulting integral formula for the inverse gamma function.

On a priori grounds, it might appear more natural to delete the complex

conjugate in the definition (3.11) of the gamma function and define a more

"symmetrical" gamma function

f*°p) = f e-a^X°(r, r)A(r)ad^r. (4.6)
Jp

As before, the integral converges for Rep) > 1.

In analogy to Corollary 3.3, tx°(a) commutes with the representation u —>

X°(u, u) of U, and a theorem corresponding to Theorem 4.1 holds for this new

gamma function. In this case, the eigenvalues yx°(a) of fx°p) are more simply

given by the formula

yx°P) = rp + /, + i2 - i - i)rp + /, + /, + /). (4.7)

[In point of fact, the calculation (4.7) for fx is rather easy to achieve, whereas

formula (4.2) for rx° is much more intricate. In particular, (4.7) involves nothing

more than the most elementary properties of the Clebsch-Gordan (or Wigner)

coefficients that "couple" two irreducible representations of SU(2); but (4.2) re-

quires the Racah coefficients for the "recoupling" of three such representations. Cf.,

Appendix B.] As we indicate in §8, (4.7) follows immediately from (8.10).

Comparison of (4.7) and (4.2) reveals that the new gamma function fx is

intimately related to the inverse of Tx. To make this relationship precise, call the

numerator in (4.2) by the symbol |. That is,

£X°P) = rp + 2/,)rp + 2/2)rp + 2/, + 2/2 + i)rp - i)       (4.8)

for all a and Xo. Set

X°(ax,a2) = X°(ax,pa2p-i) (4.9)
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for ax, a2 G A (cf., the beginning of §8). Clearly, Xo and Xo are equivalent. We then

see that rx°p) and fx°p). as defined by (3.11), with (3.4), and (4.6) and (4.9), can

be diagonalized simultaneously. They commute with one another, and

rx°P)fA°P + 1) = ¿A°P)/ (4.10)

where / denotes the identity transformation. Equivalently,

rx(«r' = (-^)fx°p + i); (4.11)

or as an integral formula for the inverse gamma function

^W - {-¿r:)j e'^V, r)A(r)"+V, (4-12)
\£x(a)JJP

the integral being convergent for Rep) > 0. Symbolically, we can rewrite (4.2) in

the basis-free form

rx°p) = |x°P)/fx0p + 1). (4.13)

5. The holomorphic discrete series of representations of the conformai group. In

this section we give a short sketch of the realization of the holomorphic discrete

series of the conformai group in which the generalized gamma function (3.11) plays

a central role. Details for this construction appear in [7].

We begin with a few brief remarks concerning the general context. A noncom-

pact semisimple, or reductive, Lie group for which the symmetric space G/K is

Hermitian admits a family of infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representa-

tions known as the holomorphic discrete series. These representations were originally

constructed by Harish-Chandra [11]. The adjective "discrete" refers to the fact that

these representations appear discretely in the Plancherel formula for G. Equiv-

alently, the matrix entries of these representations are square-integrable over G (or

over G modulo the center, in the event that the center of G is noncompact). The

term "holomorphic" refers to the fact that these representations can be realized in

Hubert spaces of holomorphic functions on G/K. If the symmetric space is

realized in unbounded form as a so-called Siegel domain, and if the holomorphic

functions are chosen to be vector-valued, then the generalized gamma function

arises naturally in the construction of the holomorphic discrete series and in

applications in number theory and analysis [3]-[7], [13], [16], [17].

Let us restrict our attention to the conformai group G = U(2, 2). The ap-

propriate Hubert spaces of holomorphic functions on the Siegel upper half-plane H

will be described in two different ways: First, explicitly in terms of an inner

product that is derived from an operator-valued measure; and second, by means of

a positive-definite reproducing kernel.

I. The spaces $)xoa. Fix Xo G an, let a be real, and denote by g)xoa the collection

of all holomorphic functions F: H -> Wx° such that

f (X°(v,y)F(z)\F(z))A(y)ad,z < ex, (5.1)
JH
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where z = x + iy and d^z is G-invariant measure on H. Relative to the inner

product

<^2>ao,„ = f (X°(y,y)Fx(z)\F2(z))A(y)ad,z (5.2)

g)xoa is a Hubert space. The problem is to find those values of a for which g)Aoa is

nonzero.

To that end, consider the collection L2(P, Xo, a) of Baire functions f:P^> Wx°

such that

[ \\X°(r, r)-l/2f(r)fA(r)2-a dr < oo. (5.3)
jp

From (3.10), L2(P, Xo, a) is a Hubert space with respect to the inner product

</il/a >AV = [ (r(2ir; « - 2, X0)/,^)!/^)) dr. (5.4)

Then the Laplace transform £ : /—> F, defined by

F(z) = (2^)-2 f e^f(r) dr (5.5)
jp

for : 6 ff, is a unitary mapping of L2(P, Xo, a) onto fOx",a> i-e->

</,|/2>X% = <^il^2>x»,a (5-6)

for all/,,/2 G L2(P, Xo, a). Now, by (3.10) we see that L\P, Xo, a) is nonvanishing

if and only if the integral (3.11) for Tx (a — 2) converges absolutely. Theorem 3.1

then implies the following result, which is a variant for the conformai group of a

theorem first proved by Harish-Chandra.

Theorem 5.1. Let Xo G ¿En and let a be real. Then ?)Aoa is nonvanishing if and only

ifa>3.

The representations of G in the holomorphic discrete series are realized in the

spaces $)xoa. Indeed, if X = X(-; ox, o2, Xo) is the representation of 6E = A X A

given by (3.5), and if a = a, + a2 > 3, then the formula

(T(g, X)F)(z) = X((z*gX2 + g22)*-\ (zgx2 + g22)'")F(z o g) (5.7)

for g G G = U(2, 2) and F G SX0,a> defines an irreducible unitary representation of

G in the space ^V- These representations T(-, X), parametrized by Xo = X°(- ; /,, l^

G éEn and integers a, and o2 such that a = a, + a2 > 3, form the holomorphic

discrete series of G.

Formula (5.7) for a representation of G can be given a meaning even when ox

and a2 are not integral. In fact, if a, and o2 are real numbers but not necessarily

integers, then (3.5) defines a cocycle, or projective, representation X of 6E, which

extends uniquely to a representation X = X(-; a,, a2, Xo) of the universal covering

group of S,. Then formula (5.7) defines a cocycle representation T(-, X) of G which

extends uniquely to an irreducible unitary representation T(-, X) of the universal

covering group of G. These representations, indexed by Xo G ¿En and real numbers
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a, and o2 such that a = ax + a2 > 3, are said to constitute the relative holomorphic

discrete series of the universal covering group of G.

II. 77ie reproducing kernel for g)xoa. Let W be any finite-dimensional complex

Hubert space, denote by £ the algebra of linear transformations on W, and let H

as usual be the Siegel upper half-plane. A continuous function Q: H X i/—» £ is

called positive-definite if the following two properties hold:

Q(z, z)>0 (5.8)

(i.e., Q(z, z) is positive-definite) for all z G H, and

2    (ß(*>. *k)*M>j) > 0 (5.9)
y, k=\

for all z,, . . ., z„ in #,</>„..., <£„ in If, and positive integer n.

Each positive-definite function Q gives rise to a unique Hilbert space D = ?)e of

continuous If-valued functions on H. Conversely, if g) is a Hilbert space of

continuous If-valued functions on // in which point evaluations are continuous,

then there exists a positive-definite function Q, the reproducing kernel for g), such

that g) = g)ß. For given £?, let g)0 be the linear span of the functions F^ on H

defined by Fw<f)(z) = Q(z, w)<f>, where w G H and </> G W. Then the formula

^.♦.l W = (ßK, "iHiW (5.10)
extends to an inner product on Do, and D = g)ß is the completion of g)0 in this

inner product. On the other hand, if g) is a Hilbert space of continuous functions F:

H -+ W such that the evaluation mappings F -* F(z) are continuous, then there is a

reproducing kernel Q for 9) defined by the equation

(F(w)\<j>) = (F\Q(-,w)4>y (5.11)

for all F G % w G //", and <}> e W. This kernel Ö is positive-definite and g) = g)ß.

Let us specialize the preceding discussion to the case in which Xo G ¿En, W =

Ifx° is the representation space of Xo, g) = g)xoa with a > 3, and Ö = ox0,« 1S tne

reproducing kernel for 3xoa. From the form of the inner products (5.2) and (5.4),

their equivalence as expressed by (5.6), and the defining equation (5.11) for the

reproducing kernel, it follows that

Qx-,a(z, w) = (27T)-4 f ei W'-»*>T(2ir; a - 2, Xo)"' dr. (5.12)
jp

Alternatively, by (3.10) and (3.9), the above formula can be replaced by

ßxo„(z, w) = c(X°, «) f e"*<*-»*>'X°P r)1/2rx°(« - 2)-'X°(r, r)l/2A(r)admr
jp

(5.13)

for z,w G H and a > 3, where c(X°, a) is the positive constant

c(X°, a) = (27rr44a+/' + ''-2. (5.14)

By means of an argument that leans heavily upon the representation T(-, X), one

can evaluate the integral (5.13) for £?xoa in terms of Xo and the (-a)th power of A.
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Indeed,

f t"*ßW(rt r)l/2Tx\a - 2y1X°(r, r)x/2A(r)ad%r
Jp

= dx~l tr(rx°(a - 2)-1rx°P))A(-iz)-aX°(-/z, -iz')~l     (5.15)

for z G H, where dx = deg Xo. Consequently,

Qx'Jz, H-) = dxlc(X°, «)tr(rx°(« - 2)-Tx°(«))

X A(-z(z - w*)yaX°(-i(z - w*), -i(z - w*)')~\    (5.16)

One closing observation is highly important. Although we have a restriction

a > 3 for the nonvanishing of the Hilbert spaces ^)xoa, the integral formula (5.13)

for the reproducing kernel Qxoa exists for a > 1. This leads us to ask the following

question: For what values of a in the interval 1 < a < 3 does Qxoa remain

positive-definite? This is the problem of the extent of analytic continuation of the

holomorphic discrete series.

6. The normalized gamma function and analytic continuation of the holomorphic

discrete series. In this section we perform the complete analytic continuation of the

holomorphic discrete series. Our technique makes use of the trace that appears on

the right side of equation (5.15) as a convenient normalization factor. This trace

function also provides an analog for Tx of the functional equation T(a — l)~'rp)

= a — 1 for the ordinary gamma function.

Definition 6.1. For Xo G ¿En and a G C, set

^X°P) = dxhr(Tx\aylTx\a + 2)) (6.1)

where dx = deg Xo = (2lx + l)(2/2 + 1), and let

Nx°(a) = xpx°(a - 2)rx°P - 2). (6.2)

We shall refer to t//x° as the trace function, and we shall call Nx  the normalized

gamma function of weight Xo.

In §8 we carry out the calculation of >//x . The result is as follows.

Theorem 6.2. For Xo = X°(; /„ l2) G ¿En and a G C, the trace function is the

polynomial in a of degree four given by

ypx°(a) = (a + 2lx + 2/2 + l)(a + 2/,)(a + 2/2)(a - 1). (6.3)

This theorem yields the functional equation £x°p + 1) = i//x°p)£x°p) for the

function |x° given by (4.8). By (6.2) and (4.12) the normalized gamma function is

given by Nx°(a) = £x°p - l)/fx°p - 1). Thus:

Corollary 6.3. The subspaces W¡ of Wx , as in Theorem 4.1, are eigenspaces for

Nx (a). The eigenvalue of Nx (a) on the space W¡ is

x„    _ rp + 2/, - i)rp + 2/2 - i)rp + 2ix + 2/2)rp - 2)     .£
n'{a)-       rp + /, + i2 - 1 - 2)rp + /, + i2 + 1 - i)      •   (6-4)
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Corollary 6.4. (i) // either lx = 0 or l2 = 0, in which case Tx (a) is scalar, then

Nx (a) = Tx (a) for all a. In this case, there is no distinction between normalized and

unnormalized gamma functions.

(ii) If lx and l2 are both nonzero, then the linear transformation Nx p)~~ ' exists for

all a and defines an entire function of a. Moreover, Nx (a)~l is positive-definite for

a > 2, and Nx (2)_1 is positive semidefinite and of rank one. Indeed, the eigenvalue

nx + l(a)~l is positive when a = 2; but for I < /, + l2 the eigenvalues «xp)_1 are all

zero and change sign at a = 2.

Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from Corollary 4.3 and the definition (6.3) of

iVx°. As for part (ii), the proof that the function a-» Nx(a)~l is entire is

completely analogous to the proof of Corollary 4.2. When a > 2, all of the

arguments are positive in the gamma functions on the right side of (6.4), so

Nx p)-1 is positive-definite for a > 2. Finally, we examine the behavior at a = 2.

When / = lx + l2 in (6.4), we obtain

nx°+,2(a) = p + 2/, + 2/2 - l)Tp + 2/, - l)rp + 2/2 - 1),

and it follows that

lim nx°+/2(«) = nx°+/2(2) = (2/, + 2/2 + l)r(2/, + l)r(2/2 + 1) > 0.

However, if I < lx + l2 then

..     xo,    ,_ xo^_,__r(/, + /2-/)_
lirn n, (a)     - n, (2)     - ^ + j^- + ^j- - — + 1)r(Q) .

The presence of T(0) in the denominator implies that nx(2)~l = 0 and that

nx (a)~ ' changes sign as a passes through the value 2.

From Corollary 6.4 we easily derive the analytic continuation of the holomorphic

discrete series.

In view of (5.13)—(5.16), we are led to a normalized kernel function 2^ for the

Hilbert space ?)xoa, defined by

\oJz, w) = c(X°, a)" W - 2)-1ßxo>a(z, w) (6.5)

for z,w G H. Then (5.15) and (5.16) can be reformulated as

2x,a(2, w) = f eiu^-w')rX°(r, r)1/2Nx\aylX°(r, r)l/2A(r)ad.r       (6.6)
Jp

and

^ojz, w) = A(-/(z - w*)yaX°(-i(z - w*), -i(z - w*)1)'',        (6.7)

respectively.

Notice that the integral representation (6.6) for the reproducing kernal 2^,,,

originally defined for a > 3, remains positive-definite for those values of a > 1

such that the linear transformation Nx"(a) is positive-definite. Thus, for these

additional values of a, 2xo0 is a reproducing kernel for a Hilbert space, again

denoted by g)xoa, of holomorphic functions on H. Furthermore, if 7VX p)-1 is only

positive semidefinite, then 2xoa  still corresponds to a Hilbert space g)xoa of
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holomorphic functions on H. (In the latter context, we must allow Q(z, z) > 0 in

(5.8), and the space g)ß spanned by the functions Q(-, w)<b admits nonzero null

vectors which must be factored out to obtain a Hilbert space structure.) The

representations T( •, X) of the universal covering group of G, defined as before by

(5.7), in these new Hilbert spaces $)xoa (where a < 3) are said to be in the analytic

continuation of the holomorphic discrete series.

Following the terminology introduced in [17], we shall define the Wallach set for

the conformai group to be the collection of all pairs (Xo, a) in ¿En X C for which the

function of z and w on the right side of (6.7) is positive-definite (or positive

semidefinite; cf., the preceding paragraph).

Theorem 6.5. Let Xo G ¿En.

(1) If either /, = 0 or l2 = 0 (so that the gamma function is scalar), then (Xo, a) is

in the Wallach set for each a > 1.

(2) If both lx ^ 0 and /2 ^ 0 (the general case), then (Xo, a) is in the Wallach set

for each a > 2, but (Xo, a) fails to be in the Wallach set for 1 < a < 2.

In light of the preceding remarks, Theorem 6.5 is a restatement of Corollary 6.4

which expresses the complete analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete

series.

At this point, citations of related literature are in order. The term "Wallach set"

refers to the work of N. Wallach [20] which shows that for the general semisimple

group G (for which G/K is Hermitian) the holomorphic discrete series admits an

analytic continuation. For G = U(n, n), the analytic continuation was constructed

by Gross and Kunze [5] for that portion of the holomorphic discrete series for

which the gamma function is scalar. In [17], Rossi and Vergne calculated, for

general G, that portion of the Wallach set corresponding to Xo = 1, the identity

representation. They also showed that the "integer points" in the range of analytic

continuation correspond to Hardy spaces associated with the boundary compo-

nents of the symmetric space. For G = í/(2, 2), their results correspond to the case

/, = l2 = 0; and the Hardy spaces occur at a = 2 and a = 3.

The value a = 3 warrants some special attention. This is the end point of the

square-integrable range in the Wallach set, and corresponds to the "limit of

holomorphic discrete series" in the sense of Knapp and Okamoto [15]. In particu-

lar, we can describe the space 2)xo3, for general Xo, as a Hardy space associated with

the rank one boundary component of H. Needed for this purpose is another kind

of gamma integral. Let Px be the rank-one boundary component of P consisting of

all nonnegative 2x2 matrices r of rank one. In other words, Px = {r G C2x2:

r > 0, A(r) = 0} is the forward light cone. Set

rx°(P1)=r   e-^XV, r) dm(r) (6.8)
Jpx

where dm(r) denotes relatively A -invariant measure on Px. Explicitly, if we write

r = (r¡j) as a 2 X 2 matrix, then dm(r) = rxxdrxxdrX2 and dm(a*ra) = |Ap)|2 dm(r)

for a G A. This gamma integral is evaluated in §8. The result is as follows.
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Theorem 6.6. The linear transformation TX"(PX) is positive definite. In fact,

TX\PX) = lim {rx°P)/rp - 1)} = c(XVx°(3),

where c(X°) is the positive constant lima_>3{ipx (a — 2)/p — 3)}.

As a corollary, we obtain the description of g)xo 3 as a Hardy-type Hilbert space.

Indeed, let %(X°, Px) be the collection of all holomorphic functions F: H —> Wx

such that

\\F\\2oyP¡ - sup f T       ||X°(y,y)x/1F(x + i(y + t))\\2 dx dm(y)\ < oo.      (6.9)
tep [Js+iPl J

Then %(X°, Px) is a Hilbert space (a priori, it could be zero) relative to the inner

product derived from the Hardy-type norm (6.9).

Corollary 6.7. The spaces 9)xo3 and %(X°, Pl) coincide. In particular, %(X°, P1)

This result is due to Rossi and Vergne [17] when Xo = 1 (for general G), and for

general Xo to R. A. Kunze and the present authors [8]. The proof of Corollary 6.7

requires a theorem of Paley-Wiener type that is founded upon the Plancherel

formula

c(X°) f III^VOAV, r)l/2f(r)\\2A(ryl dr
jp

- sup f f       ||X°(y,y)l/2F(x + i(y + t))\\2 dx dm(y)\       (6.10)
tep [js+íp¡ I

where c(X°) is the positive constant 4/|+'2_1 and F is the Laplace transform (5.5) of

/. The technical arguments are completely analogous to those in [17].

The value a = 2 corresponds to a Hardy space associated with the Silov

boundary of H. However, except for the case lx = l2 = 0, which is the classical

Hardy space treated in [17], the Paley-Wiener theorem seems to be more com-

plicated.

We remark that the group G = U(2, 2) is a reductive group of real rank two. The

results of this section provide the first determination of the complete analytic

continuation of the holomorphic discrete series for a group of real rank greater

than one. From our results one might conjecture for a group of real rank m, that

for general Xo the analytic continuation will end precisely at with "integral point"

beyond the square-integrable range, although it is known from [17] that when

Xo = 1 the analytic continuation goes beyond the mth limit point. For G = U(2, 2),

this is the content of Theorem 6.5.

Finally, we note that Rossi and Vergne have shown that for Xo = 1 there are

discrete points in the Wallach set beyond the analytic continuation. In fact, for

G = U(2, 2), in the case in which /, = 0 or l2 = 0 (so that rx° is scalar-valued), the

value a = 1 is always in the Wallach set. The resulting representations of the
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conformai group arise in the physical applications treated by Jakobsen and Vergne

[13]. The explicit realization of such spaces for general Xo is an open problem.2

7. Miscellaneous properties of the gamma function. Putting aside the applications

to harmonic analysis on the conformai group, we can study the matrix-valued

gamma function given in Definition 3.2 just as we would any transcendental

special function. In fact, the calculations of Tx in Theorem 4.1 and the trace

function xpx° in Theorem 6.2 allow us to develop for rx° analogs of some of the

well-known properties of the ordinary gamma function. In what follows, we list a

few such formulas which are particularly simple. We shall not attempt to compile

an exhaustive list.

Fix Xo = X°(-; /,, l2) G ¿En. For a given complex number a, we adopt the nota-

tion

a' = a + 2lx + 2/2 + 2 (7.1)

for the expression on the right of (7.1) arises frequently in the sequel. Note that

a' = a + deg(p'') -1- deg(p'2). We begin with a symmetry of the trace function

\px°(a) = dxl tr(rx°pr'rx°p + 2)), easily verifiable from Theorem 6.2.

Proposition 7.1. For all complex numbers a,

>px\a) = ^x°<2 - «')• (7.2)

The familiar formula

r(z)r(i - z) = -A-
sin irz

for the classical gamma function has the following analog.

Proposition 7.2. For all complex numbers a,

Tx\a)Tx\2 - «') = ——-^——- / (7.3)
\¡/  p)sin ira sin ir(2 -a)

where I denotes the identity transformation.

Finally, there is an analog of Stirling's formula

T(x) = e-xx*-V2(2m)l/2{l + 0(l/x)}

which describes the asymptotic behavior of Tx .

Proposition 7.3. As a->oo, Tx (a) asymptotically approaches a scalar matrix.

More precisely,

Tx\a) = (27T)e-2aa-*+a + a'(I + 0(l/a)) (7.4)

where I is the identity transformation on W  .

We could proceed further with analogs of the Euler product formula, the infinite

series for the logarithmic derivative, and various other properties of the classical

2Added in proof. It is shown by F. Williams (University of Massachusetts) in a recent preprint

Unitarizable highest weight modules of the conformai group that for /, ^ 0 and l2¥=0 there are no such

discrete points in the Wallach set. Thus, for general Xo the Wallach set is precisely the closed interval

[2, oo).
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gamma function. These formulas, however, are somewhat more messy. In addition,

there are curious symmetries that relate to the dependence of the generalized

gamma function on both Xo and a (cf., Proposition 8.1).

8. Proofs of the main theorems and formulas for the matrix entries. We start with

Theorem 4.1 and calculate the eigenvalues (4.2) of the gamma function. The

technique involves the detailed fine structure from Appendix B, and we freely use

the notation given there. However, as indicated in §4 the idea underlying the

calculation is the commutation relation (3.12). Indeed, rx°p) commutes with the

representation u —> X°p, u) of U = U(2); or equivalently, the tensor product repre-

sentation a -> X°(a, av) of A = GL(2, Ç), where av = a'~'. Observe from (3.2) and

the identity av = A(a)~lpap~l, where/? = (_° ¿), that

X°p, av) = Apr2V'p) ® (Tp'*(a)T-1) (8.1)

where T = p'2(p). In particular, the representation a—»X°p, av) is equivalent to

the representation A~2'2p'1 <8> p'2 of A, so rx°p) is diagonalized by a variant

(determined by T; viz. (8.15)) of the Clebsch-Gordan transformation (cf. (B.5) and

(B.6)) for the space W'1-'2 = V!> ® V'2.

We shall perform the integration in (3.11). As in Appendix B, let e1^ <8> e% and

E,'^'2 be the Gelfand-Tsetlin and Clebsch-Gordan bases, respectively, of W"'2 =

Wx°. Note that r = r' and p'2(r') = p'2(r)' for r in P. Thus, in the former basis

X°(r, r')m.mím¡m2 = D'^mi(r)D^m,2(r), (8.2)

or by (B. 14)
i,+i2

\°(r  r'~)   ■   ■ =       "V        C1"1*' A(rV< + '2~'A  \r, r  )mim2,mx,m2 — Zu K'm\,m2,m\ + m2u\r )
i-J4r-4|

x D1 (r)C'"'2'', , (8.3)

We next introduce "polar coordinates" [12; §3.3] into the integration in (3.11).

Thus, let r = uau* with u G U and a = diagp,, a2) with ax > 0 and a2 > 0. Then

dr        p, - a2f daxda2du
d r =- =-;- (8.4)

A(rf 2(axa2)2

where dax and da2 denote Lebesgue measure on the positive reals and du is

normalized Haar measure on U.

Note from (B.3) that

DL(a) = (a1)'+m(a2)'-m (8.5)

for a = diagp,, a2), and the off-diagonal entries of D'(a) vanish. Upon substitu-

tion of (8.3) and (8.4) into (3.11), we obtain

Tx°(aUmím¡m2 = £   r r 2 (axa2)a + ,^-'-\ax - a^V"'-'
¿   J0     J0       l,m

X Cy¿ m,.m    f D'. +m m(u)D'mm(a)D'm _ +_-(«*) du
•f IT

X Cl>-'2J m .m, dax da2.ffl|,/H2,ffli t rti2 l * (8.6)
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a,-a2

From Schur orthogonality, the integral over U is evaluated as

/ <+m2,m(")AUw2("*) du = (21 + iyl8m,+m2ymt+m,, (8.7)
J u

and from (8.5) and the formula

/ /     \2/+l _  /     \2/+l
V<     /      \l+">i      \l-m \a\) \a2> io 0^
2a  Pi)      P2)       =- (8.8)

m-/ a\ ~ "2

the sum over m is evaluated. Then (8.6) becomes

r^pv,,^=hr row*+,,+,,~,"2(«, - 02)(*>,+i - «r1)
Z    ¡Jo    •'o

X (21 + iylCÍ¡;!i! m,.m Cii-'i!, „ +m,8„.+m m .„, da.da,       (8.9)

or

rx°(a)m;m2,m,m2 - 2 rp + /, + i2 - / - i)

(8.10)

Since the row indices mjm2 and column indices mxm2 appear in different Wigner

coefficients, it is convenient to apply the symmetries (B.ll) to put the right side of

(8.10) in the form

2 rp + /, + /2 - / - i)rp + ix + i2 + i)
1

X (-l)'2+m'2(-l)2'2{(2l + l)/(2/, + 1)}1/2

X C V2,/   ,       r1''2'1' ,      ,    8 , (8111
mJ,m2,m\ + m2    m1 +m2,~m2,m¡  m¡ +m2,mt +m2 \v'11/

Upon substitution of (B.20), the expression (8.11) becomes

2 rp + /, + l2 - I - l)T(a + /, + l2+ I)

X (-l)'2+m'(~l)2l'+2l2(2l + 1){(2L + l)/(2f, + 1)},/2

x ( l2'xL, ) C'l^Lm, m, _m,C%l2\ mmSm,  m,m   m, (8.12)/    /   /     I — m2,frti,fft\      ff*2     m\ —m2*rn2*m\    ml — "*2'ml ~m2 ^ '

or equivalently, by (B. 11)

2 rp + /, + l2 - I - l)T(a + /, + l2 + l)(-l)'2+mi(-l)'2+m2(~l)2'2+2l'(2l + 1)
l,L

X [ IllxL I C'2'h:L ,   ,     ,C'2-''-A S .     ,

(8.13)

Here,   we   have   used   the   fact   that   (-U?Vi*t*-Q  =\   and   g_ =
7 v      ' m ¡ + m2,rn ¡ + m2
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X

In the form (8.13), we can see that the Clebsch-Gordan basis diagonalizes the

gamma function. Indeed, we can rewrite (8.13) as

4 + /2

rx°(a)mlm-m,m2 =      2       BX^M-Tx\a)VM,LMBii^M8M.MSL.L     (8.14)
L —1/,-/2|

where the ^-coefficients are given in terms of the Wigner coefficients as

Bli'% m = (-l)'2+m2Ci_2-ym „ (8.15)

and
/,+/,

rx°(a)L.M.,LM = 8VL8M,M   2    rp + /, +12 -i -1)
'-I4-4I

T(a + lx + l2 + l)(2l + l)(-l)2,'+2,4 ^ j.   (8.16)

Thus, in the notation of Theorem 4.1, rx°p) can be diagonalized, the eigenvalues

are

rï(«) - 2 rp + /, + i2 -i - \)T(a + ix + i2 + /)(2/ + i)(-i)2''+2/>{ ^ )

(8.17)

for \lx - l2\ < L < lx + ¡2, and the Lth eigenvalue appears with multiplicity (2L +

1). It remains to be shown that (8.17) can be put in the form (4.2). We should note

that the matrices rx°p) and fx°p) commute with one another and are both

diagonalized by transformation by the matrix (8.15). On the other hand, Tx (a) is

diagonalized by the Wigner coefficient Cj2'^ m.

If we substitute the expression (B.21) for the 6 — j symbol into (8.17), we obtain

a double sum over / and n. The sum over / is

/, + /2

2     (21 + \)T(a + lx + l2- I- l)rp + lx + l2+ I)
/-I4-4I

_(1+ lx- l2)\ (l + 2l2- L- n)\_

X (/ + l2 - /,)! (lx + l2 + I + 1)! (/, + l2 - /)! (l-2l2+ L + n)\   ( '    '

which by a change of variable (say x = I + l2 — lx) takes the form

(2/, - 2/2 + l)!r(a + 2/2 - l)r(u + 2/,)(/, + l2 - L - n)\

(2/, + 1)! (2/2)! (/, - 3/2 + L + n)\

/2/,-2/2+l,    lx-,2+l,a + 2lx,-2,2,lx + l2-L-n + l \

\ /, - 4+i,-a-2/2 + 2,2/,+2,4-34 + L + n+\    J

Here, we use the notation of Appendix A. Note that the gamma matrix is

symmetric in /, and l2, so we lose no generality in assuming that lx < l2. Since the

hypergeometric series above is well poised, by formula (A.4) the expression (8.19) is

simply

(/, + 4 - L - n)\T(a + 2lx)T(a - l)T(a + 3/2 + 4 - L - n)

(2l2)\ (/,-/, + L + n)\T(a + 4 + l2 - L - n)
(8.20)
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To finish the calculation, substitute (B.21) and (8.20) into (8.17). Then

rf («) =
A„    _ rp + 2/l)r(a - i)(l + i2- ixy (¡x + i2 + l+ ly (/, + i2- l)\

(l + ix- i2y. (2i2y.

(-1)" (L + /, - l2 + ny.T(a + 3/2 - 4 - L - n)

%     n\    (/, + l2- L- n)l (2L + 1 + n)\T(a + /, + l2 - L - n)

(L + l2- 4)! (lx + !2 + L + \)\T(a + 2lx)T(a - l)T(a + 3/2 + /, - L)

(2l2)[ (2L + l)\T(a + lx + l2- L)

4 - l2+ 1, -/, - l2 + L, -a - 4 - l2 + L + 1

2L + 2, -a - 3/2 - 4 + L + 1
1.        (8.21)

Finally, the summation theorem (A.3) applies, and (8.21) becomes (4.2),

vY . = rp + 24)r(« + 2/2)r(« + 24 + 2/2 + i)r(« - i)
U {a) T(a + 4 + l2 - L)T(a + lx + l2 + L + 1) K       '

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

We can now verify formula (4.7) for the eigenvalues of fx p). Indeed, (4.7)

follows from (4.6) when the matrix X°(r, r) is transformed to the Clebsch-Gordan

basis and the integrations are performed in analogy to the process described here

for the evaluation of (8.6).

We next prove Theorem 6.2 by calculating formula (6.3) for the trace function.

By (8.22),

„ T(a + 24)T(a + 2l2)T(a - l)T(a + 24 + 24 + 1)
¿xV  («     z)     r(a - 2/i _ 2)r(a - j£ - 2)r(a _ 3)r(fl¡ - 2/) - 2/^ _ ^

x    S*   (2L |    r(a + 4 + 4-¿- 2)r(« + il + i1 + L-i)        (S23)
C-fi-U (2L + l)    T(a + 4 + 4 - L)T(a + /, + l2 + L + 1) ^¿i)

where we have used the fact that the Lth eigenvalue of Tx(a) has multiplicity

(2L + 1). The problem is to evaluate the sum over L.

Consider the more general problem

V    <2L + I) F(a + /] + k ~ L ~ n)V{a + li + l2-L-n+l)

L-|7?-/2|l '        T(a + lx + l2- L)T(a + lx + l2+L+l)

(8.24)
for positive integer n. Ultimately, we will set n = 2. The trick here is to insert

gamma functions in the denominator which automatically prescribe the limits of

summation by containing negative integer arguments outside of those limits. Thus,

we multiply by the factors

T(4 + l2+ L + x+l) T(L + lx-l2-x+ 1)
(/, + /, - l)i      and      (L + 4 - i2y (8'25)

to set the limits of summation (here, we make the choice /, < l2 which does not

impair the generality of the result), as well as the factors

r(4 + i2 + L + x + 2) (l-ix + i2y.

(lx + l2+L+ 1)! and    T(L-lx + l2 + x+ I) (8>26)
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which keep the hypergeometric series well poised. Then (8.24) is rewritten as

„ r(« + 4 + 4 - L - n)T(a + lx + 12 + L - n + l)T(lx + l2 - L + x + 1)
um   ¿, izi. + i)        r(a + j- + ^ _ L)r(a + ¡í + ¡2 + L+ i)T(L _ 4 + 4 + x + 1)

r(4 + 4 + L + x + 2)r(¿ + 4 - 4 - * + i)(¿ - 4 + 4)!
x (4 + 4 - L)\ (4 + 4 + i + l)! (L + 4 - 4)! (8.27)

To evaluate this sum, we make a change of variables, say I = L + lx — l2. Then

(8.24) is expressed in terms of well-poised 7F6 as

lim
(24 - 24 + l)ir(q + 24 - n)T(a + 212 - n + \)T(2lx + x + l)r(24 + x + 2)r(l - x)

(24)! (24 + i)ir(a + 2/,)r(a + 24 + i)r(24 - 24 + x + 1)

/24 - 24 + 1,4 - 4 +Î, 1 - *,     -a - 2/, + 1, a + 24 - #1 + 1, 24 + jc + 2, -2lx    \

7  6\    4-4+Î.24 - 24 + x + 1,     a + 24+ 1, -a - 24 + n + 1, -2/, - x, 2l2 + 2   J

(8.28)

Notice that only in the case n = 2 is Dougall's theorem (A.5) applicable, and

that is the case of interest to us. Thus, take n = 2; substitute from (A.5) into (8.28);

take the limit as x -> 0; substitute the resulting expression for the sum in (8.23);

and finally, replace a by a + 2. The result is the desired formula (6.3).

At this point it is appropriate to list some formulas for the matrix entries of the

gamma function.

Proposition 8.1. Relative to the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis, the gamma function has

matrix entries Tx(a)m.¡m2m¡m2 given by formula (8.10), and the corresponding result for

the inverse gamma function is

(r^ia)"1)  -  ,V        \"v       /m1m2;m1m2

\0/      » ^'i ftt i,fn2yfti 1 *+" ftl2      "*lt"*2»'"l "^" "*2

= /-I4-4I   r(a + 4 + l2 - l + l)T(a + 4 + l2 + I + 2) •

(8.29)

Moreover, there is a curious symmetry

rx°p)m;m2,m,m2 = T*1 (a)n;ni,„in2 (8.30)

where Xo = X°(- ; /„ 4),  u0 = X°(- ; \(lx + l2+ m\ + m¿,   x2(lx + l2 - m'x - mj),

and n[ = \(lx — l2 + m'x — m^, n2 = j(/, — l2 — mx — m'2), nx = \(lx — l2 + mx —

m2)> n2 = \(h - h - m'\ + mi)-

Since we know that the matrix entries rx°p)_1 in the Clebsch-Gordan basis are

just the eigenvalues YX°p)-1, formula (8.29) is derived in analogy to the preceding

calculation. (8.30) follows from (8.10) by an application of the last symmetry, the

so-called Regge transposition, in (B.l 1). We omit the details.

Finally, we calculate the gamma function TX"(PX) for the boundary Px of P, given

by (6.8).

Recall that Px consists of all nonnegative 2x2 matrices r such that A(r) = 0.

The group A = GL(2, C) acts transitively on Px, and Px is equivalent as a right
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A -space to Z \ A where Z is the stability group of the point 1 = (¿ {j). Clearly,

z = ("     g)'       l"l=landV>á GC,S^0. (8.31)

Let T be the subgroup of A of the form

i = (o    l)'  a>0'ßGC- (832>

Then the set ZT is open and dense in A, and the mapping t -* r » /*1/ identifies T

with i*,. Specifically,

r=,n,= (tt2     «*) (8.33)

W    \ß\2l

in "/-coordinates", and

/*i ¿     \
r=j 2,       z = x2 + j'x3, xx > 0, (8.34)

\ z     xi   \z\ I

in "Euclidean coordinates". The measure

dm(r) = cxx~ldxxdx2dx3 (8.35)

is relatively A -invariant, i.e.,

dm(a*ra) = cA(afdm(r),       a G A. (8.36)

Set the positive constant c equal to w. Then in /-coordinates,

dm(t) = - adadß. (8.37)

Thus,

rx°(i>,) = f   «-'"aV, f) ¿m(r')

= -  [°°  f <?-"2-I^X°(/*l4 !nt)adadß. (8.38)
* -Ad    •'c

We shall calculate its eigenvalues and see that Tx (Px) is positive-definite.

Since f = r' and A(r) = 0, by (B.14)

X°(r, r'Umím¡m2 = D^^D^y)

= cMjA+'j    r,/"'2'i'+'2   ,Dl,,+'2 ,(r). (8.39)

By (B.3), (A.2), and (8.33)

*^m'i + m2,m 1 + m2V ' /

_(2/, + 2/2)!(g2)m'' + m2+'"'-f'W2(«ff)/l + /2"m'""Taff)'''t''2""i""'2_

[(/, + 4 - m¡ - mj! (/, + 4 + m', + m2)! (/, + 4 - m, - m^! (/, + 4 + m, + my!]1/2 '

(8.40)
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Thus, in polar coordinates ß = pe'*, dß = pdpdfy, and (8.38) becomes

J*°(p ) = _L  r°° i"00 e-o2-p2/a2yi + '2+(»>í + m2 + m, + »i2)/2/   2y. + /j-(mi + m2+m, + m2)/2
1   mim2,mlm2        2W JQ     J0

xrV2-''+/2    r''''2^+/2    _(24 + 24)!_
^m„m2,ml+m2^miM2,m,+m2 (^  +  ^ + mJ  +  m^\ (/,  +  /2 -  m',  -  m2)!

(4 + 4 + m, + m2)! (/, + 4 — "i, — m2)!

x ( j"2" e^"i+««S-«!—«♦ ̂  ¿(pî)^^) (8.41)

which simplifies to

r*"(p\ , ,        = r''"/2'/i+/2     r,/"'2''i + '2    O/ + ?/ Vg (8 421
x     \A l/m¡m2,m¡m2 v'm'1,m2)m'1+ m2v'm„m2,ml+ m2V^*l    '   *-'2/% "m\ -m'2,m¡ -m2       V"^"V

In complete analogy to our calculation of (8.17), we use the symmetries (B.ll) and

the relation (B.21) to put (8.42) in the form

/, + /2

1     (" l)m',m2,m,m2 = ¿j "m[,m2,M^     (° \) L'M',LM" m\fn2,M (o.4J)
L = |/,-/2|

where the 5-coefficients are given by (8.15) and

rAV,W-,iM = OL/.V^(2/1 + 2/2 + i)!(-i)2,'+2/={¡2   Jj   £+/J

Ä    „ (2/,)! (2/2)! (24 + 2/2 + 1)!

- *uiPm-m (/[ + h _ L)[ (li + ¡2+L + iy ■ (8.44)

Consequently, Tx (Px) can be diagonalized, and the eigenvalues are the positive

numbers

,0     ) m      (24)! (2/2)! (24 + 2/2 + 1)!

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.6.

9. Concluding remarks. Our knowledge of the gamma function associated to the

conformai group leads to analogs for the matrix space C2*2 of many classical

results of importance in number theory and mathematical physics.

For example, the usual binomial theorem (1 + z)" = 21_0(l)zL — \Fo(~n\~z)

has the generalization

[det<,+2)]"=„<L„(2"L)*W2i-"• ¡z;iM (9i)

valid for any 2x2 matrix z. Here, \L denotes the character of the representation

pL. If z is restricted to lie in the subgroup 517(2), then (9.1) reduces to the

Peter-Weyl expansion

[det(l + «)]"-     2      aLXL(u) (9.2)
0<2L<n
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(9.4)

in which the coefficients are given by (A.2) as

aL = f      [det(l + «)] V(«) du = ̂ ±-i( 2n + 2 ). (9.3)
Jsu(2) n + I   \n — 2LJ

However, from our point of view (9.1) is the simplest member of a family of much

more complicated analogs of the binomial theorem. Indeed, (9.1) can be derived as

a special case of the formula

[det(z + w)]n+'' + '2 = (2/, + l)"'(2/2 + l)"1

X 2 2       (2L+ l)(-l)0-y+s+eA(z)x + l2+LA(w)n-L-!¡-x

x,L   a, ß, y, S, e, k

X (Nx>(n + 2))^k;S>s_e+k(NX2(x + 2yx)M_e + k]ß_a_s+e_kr_a

X (Nx>(n -2L- x + 2yx\+a_ß+s+ka + s_ß+k_e.^_y

XD<2    I       (z* + »*)z       )dlI x*w \

"""I A(z + w)»/2A(z)1/2 /   ßy\ A(z)x'2A(w)x'2 I

XD'> Í        W*{Z + W)        \
K^y + a + S-ß + kM sl/2A/       , U/2

V A(w) ' A(z + w) '   )

where Xx = X°(- ; /,, l2), X2 = X°(- ; l2, L), and X3 = X°(- ; /,, L); the symbol TV de-

notes the normalized gamma function (Definition 3.2); and matrix entries are

relative to Gelfand-Tsetlin bases. This formula holds for all matrices z and w which

are positive (scalar) multiples of matrices in SU(2); but since z* = A(z)z~l and

w* = A(w)w~l, formula (9.4) has an analytic continuation that is valid for all

z, w G GL(2, C). Observe, in analogy to the usual binomial theorem, that in (9.4)

two gamma functions "appear in the denominator" and one gamma function

"appears in the numerator." One can also derive other analogs of the binomial

theorem that are still more complicated than (9.4).

The proofs of results such as these require knowledge of another class of

matrix-valued special functions, the generalized Bessel functions for the conformai

group. Such Bessel functions arise in terms of the structure of the irreducible

unitary representations of the motion group U(2) (a) C2x2, in complete analogy to

the role of classical Bessel functions in the representation theory of the motion

group of the plane. Note in particular, that the classical Bessel functions are

realized as infinite series each term of which contains two gamma functions in the

denominator. The representation property of these classical Bessel functions is

closely related to the classical binomial theorem. In the case of the matrix-valued

analogs of the Bessel functions, it is possible to obtain series representations in

which each summand contains two inverse gamma matrices. The representation

property of these new Bessel functions leads to the above analogs of the binomial

theorem. These Bessel functions and their properties will be the subject of our

subsequent papers [9], [23].

Appendix A: The hypergeometric function. In what follows, we bring together the

properties of the hypergeometric functions pFq that are needed for the fine
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structure of Û and the applications to rx°. A standard reference is [18].

For given nonnegative integers p and q, pFq is defined in terms of numerator

parameters ax, . . . , ap, denominator parameters bx, . . ., bq, and argument z by the

hypergeometric series
¡axa2

PF\bxb2

\     ~   z" rp, + n

')      „to   n\      T(ax)

.      T(bx) T(b2)

) rp2 + n)

T(a2)

rp, + n)

rpj

r(0
' T(bx + n) T(b2 + n) T(bq + n) ' (A-1)

Note that whenever a numerator parameter is a nonpositive integer, the series

terminates and defines a polynomial in z. On the other hand, if a denominator

parameter is a nonpositive integer, the coefficients develop poles. However, if a

numerator parameter is a larger nonpositive integer, then the series terminates

before a pole occurs, and one again obtains a polynomial in z.

In our applications, we shall require only the functions F with q = p — 1 and

p = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7; only values of the parameters such that pFq_x is a polynomial

in z; and with one exception (cf., formula (B.3)), only the argument z = 1.

The case p = 2 is classical, 2FX being the Gauss hypergeometric function. In this

case, Gauss' summation theorem [21, p. 281].

b\j\      T(c)T(c-a-b)
c\l)      T(c-a)T(c~b) {A-¿)

gives the value for unit argument.

Let p = 3, assume that d+e=l + a + b + c ("Saalschütz' condition"), and

suppose that at least one of the parameters a, b, or c is a nonpositive integer so that

the 3F2 series terminates. Then Saalschütz' summation theorem [18, p. 49]

b    ci.„\      r(d)r(l +a-e)r(l +ft-e)r(l +c-e)

d

■("

3^2 c i  =
c)

(A.3)
T(l - e)T(d - a)T(d - b)T(d

gives the value for unit argument.

A hypergeometric function is said to be well-poised if q = p — 1 and aJ+x + bj =

ax + 1 for ally = 1,2,... ,q. The summation theorem [18, p. 56] for well-poised

5F4 of unit argument is

sF4

1 +{-a b

1 + a 1 + a -

d

1 + a

T(l + a - b)T(l + a - c)T(l + a - d)T(l + a-b-c-d)

= T(l + a)T(l + a- b- c)T(l + a- b- d)T(l + a - c - d)

Finally, Dougall's theorem [18, p. 55] gives the summation formula

1 +     {a b c d e f

\a     l + a-b     l + a-c     l + a-d    l + a-e     l+a-f

(A.4)

i'

LYl + a - b)T(l + a - c)T(\ + a - d)T(l + a - f)T(\ + a-b-c-d)
" T(l + a)r(l + a - b - c)r(l + a - b - d)T{\ + a- c- d)T{\ + a - b - f)

r(l + a -b- c-/)r(i + d-f)T(l + a-c-d-f)
r(l + a - c - /)r(l + a - d - /)r(l + a-b-c-d-f) (A.5)
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for well-poised nF6 of unit argument, provided l+2a = b + c+d+e+f.

Appendix B: Fine structure of the representations of U(2). Underlying the

calculations in §8 is the explicit detailed knowledge of the properties of the

irreducible representations of U(2) (or equivalently, the finite-dimensional holo-

morphic representations of the complexification GL(2, C)) under coupling (the

Clebsch-Gordan, or Wigner coefficients) and recoupling (the Racah coefficients) as

states of angular momentum in quantum mechanics. Thus, in this appendix we list

the required formulas, and provide a brief explanation of the concepts for those

readers knowledgable in representation theory but unfamiliar with this fine struc-

ture. Some of the details can be found in [19], but a more comprehensive treatment

such as [1], [2] or [14] is needed.

Recall the exposition at the outset of §3 concerning the representations p1 of

A = GL(2, Ç) and the spaces V1 in which they act. There is a natural basis {elm:

-I < m < /}, the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis, for the space V' relative to which the

matrix entries of p' are given by the Wigner D-function. Thus,

p'P)^ = 2 Dl,,m(a)e'm, (B.l)
m'

for a G A (actually, any 2x2 matrix a, whether or not Ap) =£ 0) and -/ < m < /.

Although not needed below, we mention that elm is a scalar multiple of the

monomial in V' of degree I + m, the scalar being chosen so that the basis is

orthonormal relative to an inner product on V1 in which the restriction of p' to U is

unitary. Explicitly, the entries D'mm are the polynomials in the coordinates of a

given by [10, (9-71), p. 354] (cf. also [19, (7), p. 116])

rs,   i *       ^       [(l+m'y.(l-m'y.(l+my.(l-my.]x/2

„ = o  «! (I - m' - n)\ (I - m - n)\ (m' + m + n)\

w /       \l— m— n/       \l—m' — n/       \m + m' + n/       \n /t> i\
XP12) P21) (an) (a22) (B.2)

where the (finite) limits of summation are determined by the poles of the gamma

functions in the denominator. According to (A.l), T>lmm is described in terms of 2FX

as

D'   (a) = a'-a'-a —_!_\ W + m + l)T(l + m'+ I) V'2
Vmm{a)     ax2   a2x    axx      ^ + w + 1} ̂  r(/ _ m + ,)r(/ _ m. + T)

X2F,
m — I, m' — I

m + m' + 1 T?) (B-3)«12a21 /

where we have used the fact that T(z + n)r(z)-1 = (-l)T(l - z)T(l - z - n)~x

for integer n.

Next, recall from §4 that we are interested in the tensor product representation

p'' ® p'2 of A. Let us refer to this representation as 7r'1,/2 and set W'"'2 = V1' <S> V'2.

Then the Clebsch-Gordan formula for A gives the multiplicity-free decomposition

v'"'2(a)= E©   AP)z' + '-'p'P) (B.4)
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for a G A. In terms of the underlying representation space,

h + h

W1'-'2 = s 0   v,
í-14-41 (B.5)

and there is a basis, the Clebsch-Gordan basis {E/'J2: \lx — l2\ < / < lx + ¡2 and

-I < m < /}, relative to which the matrix of tr'"'2 is in block diagonal form. The

Clebsch-Gordan transformation Q: W1"'2-h> W'1-'2 takes the basis {E,1^2} to the

tensor product of Gelfand-Tsetlin bases {e^ <8> efy, and the matrix entries C^*H-

of 6, defined by

eh 0 e¡2 = y (c1"'2'1 )e!'-'2
/,m

(B.6)

are known as the Wigner coefficients (or with less justification, Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients) for p1' <S> p'2. In point of fact, for each / on the right side of (B.6) only

one coefficient (namely, m = mx + m2) is nonzero. That is to say,

C¿;Xm = 0   form^^ + m,, (B.7)

and

i, + i2

em, °-9 em2 2j        i^m1',m,,in,+mj^/,m12+
'—14-4|

m2- (B.8)

The nonzero Wigner coefficients can be calculated explicitly [19, (10), p. 193], [2,

(2.34), p. 34] by means of the SU(2) Lie algebra as

<Äm,+m2 = [(2/ + 1)(4 + mx)\ (4 - m,)! (/2 + m2)i!

x (4 - m2)\ (1 + mx + m2y. (I - mx- mjl]1'2

X
(4 + 4-/)!(4-4 + /)!(4-4 + /)!]1/2 v   (_ir

(4 + 4 + / + i)!

(/, - m, - n)\ (4 + m2 - n)\ (4 + /2 - / -«)!(/-/,- /^ + n)! (/ - 4 + m, + «)i

(B.9)

or in terms of the 3F2 series as

[ (2/ + 1)(4 + m2)! (4 - m2)! (/ + m, + m2)! (/ - m, - m2)! (/, - 4 + /)! (4 - /, + /)! l'/2

[ (4 - »i)i (4 + »%)! (4 + 4 - O« (4 + h + i + i>!

i / -4 + mi, -4 - ">2' -4 _ 4 + '   \
X (/-/,- m2)! (/ - 4 + m)! '^ / - /, - m2 + 1, / - l2 + m, + 1 lj'

(B.10)
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- IH| — fr%2'> — "*2

"*2» — "* 1 — "*2

These coefficients possess the following symmetries

rw        = (_i)/'-'"'i 2/ + M   r/„w2
'-m„m2,mi + m2       \    */ \ 21   +  I ) mi'~

= r n<i+m4 2i + i\   cW{
K    }       \2lx + l)     C-""

= (-i)h+'2~'c'^m+m = (-i)''+/2-'c^'

_   •-• 1/2(7, +/2 + m, + m2),l/2(/, + /2-m|-m2),/
_   Ll/2(/1-/¡+ml-m2),l/2(/l-/¡-m, + m3),(l-í;

(B.11)

and satisfy the so-called orthogonality and completeness relations (equivalent to

the unitarity of the transformation S)

i, + i2

V      r'M        cV2,/    ,    = g     , (B 121
'-|¥-y

and

4

2j        ^m[,m-mx,m*-'m\,m-ml,m  ~ °W \"A5)

From (B.6) and elementary linear algebra, the matrix entries of w'"'2 relative to

the above two bases for W1"'2 are related by the formula

(■nl^2(a))el^el2 = C* ■ (^Ha))^- S.

Equivalently,
/, +/2

D¡ím (a)D'2.   (a) =     £      C'J£ m. . m,A(a)/l + '2_/i)' +m, m +m (a)C!¿-'2¿ m +m
/=|/,-/2|

(B.14)

or by inversion (i.e., (B.13)),

A(a)', + l2~'D'm(a)=   2    Cb'2¿  m. m,D'j,m(a)D'2._m, m_m(a)C, i,<2.'

(B.15)

From the physical point of view, the Wigner coefficients "couple" two states of

angular momentum into a third. We shall also need the recoupling or Racah

coefficients which relate two different bases for the tensor product of three repre-

sentations. Thus, fix parameters 4, l2, and 4, and set W'>-'2-'> = V1' <g> V'2 <8> V'\

Associated one way, we have by (B.5)

4 + 4
W'»'2-'>= 2®   (V®V'>), (B.16)

'=14-41

whereas another way

4+4
W',i,h=   2©    (K'. (8) Vr). (B.17)

r-14-41
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By a reapplication of (B.5), the former decomposition yields a basis {&(¡\[flM} for

W'"'2''3, and the latter yields a basis {&{^Im)- Here> L indexes the representations

that actually appear (in general, with multiplicity) in p'1 ® p'2 <8> p'3; -L < M < L;

and /, /' are multiplicity indices. The Racah transformation <3l: W'"'2''3-» I1/''-'2'3

takes the latter basis into the former basis. The matrix entries R,'<$, are independent

of M and defined by

&V,IJLM ¿J   Kl,W&a,r)LM-

For reasons of symmetry, the Racah coefficients or 6 - j symbols

lxl2l

(B.18)

l3LT

are defined by the formula

W 1
/3L/'

(-l)2£[(2/+l)(2/'+l)] 1/2
(B.19)

From (B.18), (B.19), and the relations (B.12) and (B.13), one can derive the

following (essentially defining) relations for the 6 - j symbols,

hm3¿j V    ')    [l-^   '    vl/'    ■*"   1)J        \     .  ..,    Í ^m,',m2>m1+m2^-m1'+'m2,m3,m,+m2 + «

=   C'3''2'7' C''''•' (B.20)
/n3,m2,m3 + m2v'OT3 + m2,m,,ml + m2 + /n3*

The 6 — y symbols are symmetric under permutations of columns and under the

inversion of any two columns.

In §8, we use the explicit form [14, p. 140] of one 6—7 symbol; viz.,

{&}-«*

2/2+2/,

x2(-0"

(L + 4 - /,)! (/, + 4 + L + 1)! (/, + 4 - L)! (/+/,- /J!
(/ + 4 - /,)! (4 + 4+/+ 1)! (4 + 4 - /)! (L + 4 - 4)!

_(Z. + 4 - 4 + «)! (L + 4 - 4 + n)! (/ + 2/2 - L - «)!_
n! (/, + 4 - L - n)\ (/, + 4 - L - n)\ (/ - 2/2 + L + /i)! (2L + 1 + n)! '

(B.21)

For details concerning the Wigner and Racah coefficients, see [2, Chapter III];

for example, the most general 6 — j symbol appears as formula (3.15) on p. 43.

Addendum: The gamma function for U(n, n). We shall explain how the results in

§§3 and 4 relating to the evaluation of the eigenvalues of the gamma function carry

over from the conformai group U(2, 2) to the groups U(n, n) for general n.

The group U(n, n) is defined as the collection of all 2« X 2n complex matrices g

such that gpg' = p, in complete analogy to the case n = 2 which corresponds to the

conformai group (cf. formula (2.2) et seq.-here the entries gy and />,-, are n X n

matrices). Throughout this addendum G = U(n, n). Now, the maximal compact

subgroup AT of G is isomorphic to U(n) X U(n) and P is the cone of positive-defi-

nite n X n Hermitian matrices. The group A = GL(n, Ç) acts on P by rH>a*ra

and the measure dnr = (det r)~n dr is .4-invariant. Then equation (3.11) defines the
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generalized gamma function for U(n, n) of weight X . Let us describe the representa-

tions Xo of & = A X A that appear.

An «-tuple [m] = (mx, m2, . . ., mn) of integers such that mx > m2 > • ■ • > mn

is called a highest weight. To each highest weight [m] there corresponds a unique

(equivalence class of) irreducible finite-dimensional rational representation p[m] of

A, different highest weights correspond to inequivalent representations, and these

are all the irreducible finite-dimensional holomorphic representations of A (cf. [7]).

The restrictions of these representations to the subgroup U = U(n) exhaust the

dual object Û. Let us denote by {m} a highest weight such that mn = 0, so

{m} = (mx, . . . , mn_x, 0) with the integers w, nonincreasing and nonnegative.

Then for the general highest weight [m], p[m)p) = Ap)"^p{W}p) for all a in A,

where {m'} = (mx - m„, . . . , mn_x — mn, 0). The restrictions to U0 = SU(n) of

the representations p{m) exhaust the dual U0. Let 04, denote the collection of

representations Xo of & of the form

X°P„ a2) = P{m)(ax) <8> P{q)(a2) (ADD-1)

for ax and a2 in A. These are the "weights" Xo that appear in the definition of the

gamma function for U(n, n) (cf. equation (3.4) et seq.). To be completely clear in

the display of parameters we can set

Xo = X°(-; {m}, {q}) = X°(-; mx, . . . , m„_x; qx, . . ., qn_x).

In this context (i.e., of U(n, n)), Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 are valid as

stated, except that now Rep) > n — 1. However, in order to generalize to the

present context the results of §4 for the evaluation of the eigenvalues of rx°p), we

shall assume that one or the other of the representations p{m, or p, , is totally

symmetric. By this we mean that the highest weight, say {q}, is of the form

{q}=q = (q,0,0,...,0). (ADD-2)

This condition is equivalent to the statement that the representation pq has a

"Young diagram" with just one row, or alternatively that the restriction of pq to

SU(n) appears in the decomposition of L2(SU(ri)/SU(n — 1)). But from our point

of view the important feature of the representations pq lies in the fact that the

representations u h+ X°p, ü; mx, . . . , m„_x; q, 0, . . . , 0) of U = U(n) are all multi-

plicity free. Indeed,

X°P,«) = S© P[Af]P) (ADD-3)
[M]

where the sum is over all highest weights [M] = (Mx, . . ., M„) such that

n n — \

2  Mj = q+ 2   mj. (ADD-4)
y=i y-i

Thus, as before, the commutation relation (3.12) and the Clebsch-Gordan formula

(ADD-3) imply a spectral decomposition

rx°P) = 2© v£P)/w (ADD-5)
[M]
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of the gamma function T , where the highest weights [M] satisfy (ADD-4) and IM

denotes the identity operator on the space of p[M].

The technical calculations in §8 can be extended to the case at hand, although

one is required to break new ground in the theory of multidimensional generalized

hypergeometric functions [22], and the conceptual result of (ADD-5) can be made

explicit by the calculation of the eigenvalues vj^p). Here, we will be satisfied with

a statement of the results, and shall leave the details of proofs and applications to a

subsequent article.

Theorem. Let Xo G ¿4, be given by (ADD-1) and à by (ADD-2). Then the

eigenvalues of the gamma function Tx (a) are

y m (a) = T(a + mx)T(a + m2 - l)T(a + m3 - 2) ■ ■ ■ T(a - n + 1)

X rp + m, + q + n - l)T(a + m2 + q + n - 2) ■ ■ ■ T(a + q)

XT(a + Mx + n - l)~xT(a + M2 + n - 2)~x ■ ■ ■ T(a + Mn)~x

(ADD-6)

where the highest weights [M] are constrained by (ADD-4).

We shall say that the gamma function rx° is multiplicity-free if its weight Xo has

the property that u h» X°p, ÏÏ) is a multiplicity-free representation of U. In addition

to the case treated in the theorem, the gamma function for U(n, n) is multiplicity-

free when p{?j (or equivalently p{m)) is conjugate to a totally symmetric representa-

tion; i.e., when {q} = (q, . . . , q, 0), and the eigenvalues of the gamma matrix can

be found by similar methods in this case also.
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